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About This Game

Experience true combat gameplay in a massive military sandbox. Deploying a wide variety of single- and multiplayer content,
over 20 vehicles and 40 weapons, and limitless opportunities for content creation, this is the PC’s premier military game.

Authentic, diverse, open - Arma 3 sends you to war.

Key Features in Arma 3

Altis & Stratis
Defeat your enemy on a richly detailed, open-world battlefield – stretching over 290 km² of Mediterranean island
terrain. From expansive cities to rolling hills, whether steamrolling your tank across the dusty plains, flying a transport
helicopter over the dense forests, or waging asymmetric warfare from the rocky hills, the islands of Altis and Stratis are
dynamic worlds, which lend themselves to the most varied engagements in gaming.

Weapons & Vehicles
Head into combat on foot, drive armored vehicles, or take to the skies in helicopters and jets. Conduct a combined arms
attack over air, land, and sea, with over 20 vehicles to drive and pilot, 40+ weapons to pick from, customizable loadouts
with short- and long-distance attachments, and various types of gear to suit your needs on the battlefield. With a massive
arsenal at your disposal, Arma 3 moves you into a world of tactical opportunities.

Singleplayer
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Follow the story of Ben Kerry, a soldier who gets caught up in a Mediterranean flashpoint, across three gameplay-driven
campaign episodes: Survive, Adapt, Win. Immerse yourself in Arma 3’s diverse gameplay by completing the focused
showcase scenarios. Run through the competitive firing drills to hone your shooting and movement skills, and complete
your training by signing up to Arma 3 Bootcamp, which features SP and MP tutorials, and a dedicated Virtual Reality
practice environment.

Multiplayer
Fight online in the massive military sandbox that is Arma 3. Form a squad and team up against your enemy in the
official Defend and Seize multiplayer scenarios. Or jump into one of the many popular unofficial game modes
developed by the Arma 3 community. Experience a new form of multiplayer in Arma 3 Zeus, where Game Masters have
the ability to influence the battlefield of other players in real-time.

Content Creation
Start creating your own experiences with Arma 3’s intuitive scenario editor and powerful modding tools. Enjoy a
platform filled with player-created content, ranging from custom weapons and vehicles, to intense singleplayer scenarios
and entirely new multiplayer game modes. Share and discover content on the Arma 3 Steam Workshop, which lets you
install player-created content with a click of a button.

Revamped Engine
Navigate the battlefield with fluid new animations; feel the devastating power of combat with the upgraded sound
engine, new ragdoll simulation and PhysX™-supported vehicles. Pushed forward by game-changing innovations, the
highly moddable Real Virtuality™ 4 engine powers a new generation of Arma with even more stunning graphics, broad
simulation gameplay, and massive sandbox terrains.
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Title: Arma 3
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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Controls only work when they feel like it. Can't even move and turn at the same time.. i like the fact that the sniper is more
stable and feels different but i had high hopes in the raptor , but the raptor is as good as any other guns so , saying that i hope
you guys actually improve on the gun becuase it cost alot of money .. I CANT GET ON TO IT ANYMORE!!! it keeps saying
one is already running and then it shows up and it disappers and when i click on itt it says one is running!!!! IT SUCKS I WANT
MY MONEY BACK AND I CANT REINSTALL IT!!!!!!. Game is fine,but the lack of save point or quick save ruin my
interests on this game. I am good stealth player and I enjoy playing stealth game. But when I play this game, I always get into a
situation dat I made a small mistake and to make a perfect stealth, I have to go through the mission again from the very starting
point. This is just annoying and boring. Because of this I cant recommand this game.. MUSYNX is finally available on Steam!
It's a popular music game that is already well-proven in mobile ver. Especially this Steam ver is better, because it is a
enhancement of the mobile ver. This Steam version includes 48 songs in the Standard Edition. DLC Forever Friends could get
85 more on DLC. So, 133 songs in MUSYNX. Highly Recommended!

[Update1] Forever Friends
Amazing DLC, get tons of songs and more free content updates with Forever Friends! (* ॑꒳ ॑* )
https://store.steampowered.com/app/963060/

The lineup of the songs is really great. Stages are designed for beginners to enjoy enough. In terms of custom themes, it would
be better if a little more simple themes were supported. And if this developer could update the achievement support for each
song, such as All EXACT PLAY and ALL COMBO BADGE SYSTEM, it would really be the best music game. Of course, it's
still a good game, so if you're interested, try it out. It is well worth it! (o´・ω-)b

[Update2] New DLC - HOUSE THEME
https://steamcommunity.com/games/952040/announcements/detail/1732099947856743778

P.S
Nice to meet you, Asanagi-Sensei![imgur.com]
Welcome to the MUSYNX! ε-(•́ω•̀๑)

* Nyanco Channel (Steam Curator) ヽ(=^･ω･^=)丿
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/. Its a game for $1.49 US right now . The enemy bullets don't need to land a
direct hit but instead just has to be close to you to destroy your ship . Its a I don't see myself playing this again . Sorry . . .. This
is Absolute Trash. I only bought this yesterday, and I am already fed up with it. The first level is extremely difficult to get
through, and each time you fail you are forced to watch the same annoying game over cutscene over and over. I'd honestly work
harder to get past it, but If the rest of the game is anything like the first level, I'd really rather not put up with it. The graphics
and details look nice and all, but this game really bites. Maybe someday I will buy it again when there is a sale, but for now I'd
rather have the 5 dollars.. Someone on here was saying that this isn't a roomscale shooter or whatever. it's basically the next step
after the lab's xortex. you absolutely can walk in and out of the "stream of combat" and when I thought I was slick and decided i
would stand beside and blow everything up as it went by having only to dodge a few projectiles...nope before I knew it I was
back right in the middle of it. I honestly can't even tell you if I just walked back in because I was having too much fun. You
don't have to watch for thing coming from behind you (so you don't get wrapped up in your cord spinning circles constantly
looking for stuff) and it's more like flying through space then blasting stuff in an arena. honestly in my opinion the two biggest
flaws of xortex. Can't recommend enough. if you liked xortex. this is actually better enough to be worth the 15 bucks. I'm
probably buying my friend a copy for his vive, that will be a first for a non multiplayer game. it's that good.
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I wanna eat those pets not gunna lie. When I saw Deiland advertised in my recommended for you list I instantly fell in love with
the art style and story genre. I picked the game up and have played it for many hours battling random monsters, closing quests,
meeting interesting characters and building up a working farm on my little world which I then went about making pretty with
flowers. I have had only three problems with this game and none of them are deal breakers. First after ten hours of game play I
signed off for the night and when I logged back in my game had no saved game data. I was devastated and had to start over from
the beginning, but that gave me an opportunity to change a few things I had been unhappy with in character development so it
was on the whole a good thing for me. Second the game gets to a point where you fight a long battle and the game then jumps to
credits and the start menu while you still have unfinished quests. It is not immediately apparent that you can continue playing
after that point to complete quests and achievements. Lastly one of my achievements is being stubborn. Shepherd. For this
achievement you have to build a barn with four sheep in it. I have done this four times now and still it has not completed. Maybe
I need four barns each with four sheep? I will try that next. Any way you slice it, this game is loads of fun, not overly difficult
and does not have an insane learning curve. I highly recommend picking it up if you haven't already.. This game is so fun!! :D
(but i really wish there was online arcade and more players.) Great game tho!. Ok, I only have a couple of viewpoints on this, 1st
is that it is a great game, it has drawn on what they have learned from the sniper titles and made the game into a cross between
tombraider and nazi zombies. The format is fine, it plays well and has different ways to complete and kill bosses depending on
characters, the puzzles are fine and fairly easy for the average non commited players and theres hidden stuff for the longtermers
as normal via the sniper game format etc. The voiceover guy can be annoying at times though but overall I like the way things
are explained. GFX and sound are all quality as usual and no contol issues or glitches or crashes have been had with it so far.
 2nd, The cost of the game, the adding a 2nd campaign as a DLC season pass straight after release. The cost of the game.
Oh dear oh dear oh dear. Talk about drop the corperate bombshell. Here's my prediction for your boss men, sell sell sell until
the intital sniper fans have all bought the game and DLC and then do a massive price drop on the game and DLC and sell it for
half the price the loyal fans were prepared to pay to try and gain new customers to the format for the next time they push
something to just rip off the now newly gained players. Sound about right to everyone? Yeah thought so, I guess us loyal sniper
fans must have just worked this out by now guys, maybe change it up next time and try a different angle to get my money,
because this price - on this game - then the DLC/season pass thing......good luck on pushing the next title, this ones price will be
the marker that the next one is judged by....and that's going to make interesting reading in the reviews huh. I hope this doesn't
effect Sniper 5, that would be a great loss.
Thanks for reading this far and have a great day!!!!
. I really enjoyed this game. It had my imagination going thirsty for more. The puzzles were fun, fast, and interesting. It was
rather short but i feel like i got my worth out of it just like going see a Studio Ghibli movie but your in it. (I got it on sale in a
bundle at $8.28). Absolutely amazing game
- good graphics
- simple gameplay good for new people
- lots to offer
- meet alot of \u201cunique\u201d people lol
- constantly updating, improving the game
- losts of community content
- fun as hell
Only drawback has to be the fact that some of the playerbase are just horrific and make you start questioning your own life.
While similar to many puzzlers you may have played, Anode brings an original and well balanced formula to the genre. The
combo system rewards aggressive and reckless play more than idiot-savant organization, which I found, as an non-aueter, made
the speed escalation in later levels much more coherent and enjoyable than most. The ability to to link combos across diagnals is
suprisingly rare, and creates chains and collapses that put the competitors to shame.

Initially (first 30 minutes), my response was tepid, but after taking the time to pursue the score based achievements, the balance
and challenge started to click. Once I started playing against my brother, it became addiction. It's quickly become my favorite
puzzler of all time.

I like it better than:
* Tetris
* Super Puzzle Fighter
* Mean Bean Machine
* Dr Mario. Someone put a lot of effort into to making this, so purchase it only if you're a passionate supporter of indie
developers, don't expect a high-quality product.
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The apartment interior is fairly realisticly rendered and there are a few quirky surprises, but there's zero replay value and you'll
experience what little it has to offer in less than 10 mins. Sound design and effects are poor.
. *Gnome Seal of Approval*
Platformer with a nice atmosphere. You control a group of creatures and have to navigate them all to the end of each level. Each
creature have some special abilities which you have to use in order to help the rest of the group past obstacles.

The negative:
No customizable controls.. The good old days :)

I have played the demo to this as a kid and I only had 2 levels. Having replayed it now, as an adult, I realise in one of the
missions I was shooting everything that moved when in fact some were enemies some were allies :)
+1 you can kill allies
+1 you DO ran out of ammo
+1 there is more than one type of mission (kill these targets, escort friendlies, protect this while destroying that

go for medium dificulty, easy might be too easy.

I am now 6 hours into the game and i haven't finished it yet.

-1 for the modern age you might argue the graphics is outdated - but you can play it on 800x600 which is more than decent for a
game over 18 years old.
-1 you might argue that it can be repetetive at times - some missions are similar to the others

-1\/+1 the name of the planets - I think there is one named "pointless planet" and others with name among those names - not
much inspiration or puns intended.

UPDATE: Jan 17, 2018:
Hi All

We have just updated Artifact Adventure Gaiden with the following:

Update Details. Steam Weekly Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

We hope that you are doing well!!
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We are excited to announce that we have a whole range of Playism titles on sale this week with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

---

Playism. Playism Weekly Sales - A Week of Wonder!:

Playism has kicked off the week with an exciting collection of Playism Games on sale!
Dive into and explore new worlds full of wonder, galore and more!

We have also set a lot of our new games on sale, including La-Mulana 2, Hakoniwa Explorer Plus and Ark Noir, which opens up
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to new, unexplored areas and exciting discoveries.

View the full sale list on Steam!
View the full sale list on the Playism Blog![blog.playism-games.com]

---

Other Languages. Up to 80% off in the Golden Week Sales!:
In celebration for the new Era "Reiwa" in Japan, we are taking part in the Golden Week Sale on Steam!

We have up to 80% off the Playism Catalog, so dive in now while sales last!

Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

---

Playism. UPDATE: Feb 2, 2018:
Hi All,

We have just updated Artifact Adventure Gaiden with the following:

Update Details. # Defensive Equipment:
Next we’ll talk about using equipment to protect yourself.
Defensive equipment held together with weapons are “Shields” and “Orbs”.
Shields are used to take enemy attacks and reduce damage.
Remember that there are large and small shields.
Larger shields are better at reducing damage, while smaller ones are better at avoiding attacks.
You can choose whichever type you like.
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With regard to orbs, they aren’t as good as shields at reducing damage nor avoiding attacks.
What orbs are good for is speeding up the cooldown times for reusing artifacts.
All active artifacts require time to cool down before reusing them, but using an orb reduces the time needed for reuse.
If you’re confident that you can evade fiends’ attacks, then an orb would suit you better than a shield.
Orbs will allow you to enter into battle more aggressively.
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As for equipment that can be worn, there are “Helmets”, “Armor”, and “Boots”.
Each of these will increase your HP, but they have slightly differing attributes.
Armor gives you the most HP, helmets recover more HP when defeating enemies, and shoes will make you move faster during
battle.
Consider your skills when deciding what kinds of equipment to buy to help you on your adventure.

Last up are “Accessories”, also known as “relics”.
These are like passive artifacts, and while their effects aren’t as strong as passive artifacts, they’re good for raising the bottom
limit of your skill values.
They’re quite rare and hard to obtain but if you can get your hands on them, they’ll make you tougher.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/675490/Artifact_Adventure_Gaiden/
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